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 Join Dholakpur's biggest battle of all time in Bhopali: The Cricket War. Bhopali: The Cricket War pits Bhopal's cricket teams
against Maharajah Dholakpur's. The king and princess of the neighboring kingdom have been kidnapped by aliens and only

Dholakpur's best cricket team can save them. Every victory is a key to unlock the hidden gems and riches of Bhopal. The best
players have been kidnapped, too, and the kingdom is struggling with food shortages and political unrest. A 17-year-old team-
captain named Vijay Shukla has the talent to become Bhopal's next big sports star, but a political conflict threatens to prevent
him from realizing his destiny. The Cricket War is full of laugh-out-loud moments. There are, however, few books that allow
you to experience the culture and history of the Indian subcontinent. You will never forget your adventure with Dholakpur's

greatest heroes! Welcome to a world of the most exciting and action-packed cricket match ever played. The Cricket War pits
Maharajah Dholakpur's cricket team against Bhopal's cricket teams. The Maharajah's daughter and heir, Prince Tej, has been
kidnapped by the aliens from the planet Thul in a scheme to steal the royal family's precious diamonds. Tej's childhood friend,
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Guddum, has been chosen to lead the Maharajah's team in a last-ditch effort to save his precious princess, and Guddum's best
friend, Vijay Shukla, is among the least likely players to stand up for his friend. In this epic battle, Dholakpur is pitted against
Bhopal, and every victory is a key to unlock the hidden gems and riches of Dholakpur's hidden fort. Experience the thrill of
Dholakpur's finest cricket teams on their quest to save their precious princess. The Cricket War: Bhopal vs. Dholakpur will

leave you breathless! The Cricket War features the most outrageous cricket match you have ever witnessed. With many laugh-
out-loud moments, a cast of characters that will have you wishing that you could play for them, and an adventure that will take

you to India's most exciting and action-packed cricket match, this is your passport to the most thrilling game of cricket ever
played. Bhopali: The 82157476af
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